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Communication Excellence in Business 
23 hours in 5 modules for effective communication skills 

 
 How useful would it be if your staff communicated with precision and accuracy? 

 Would you like your staff to be able to figure out the people they interact with and how to get 
their message across to them more effectively? 

 Would it be helpful if your sales and customer service staff were able to get into rapport very 
quickly with prospective and current clients? 

 Do you find that sometimes your staffs’ emotional states affect their ability to communicate 
acceptably and effectively? 

 Do you or your managers need to develop the management or interpersonal skills of giving 
feedback, handling criticism and listening?  

 Are you interested in developing the communication skills of and a communication culture 
for your company by learning a cutting edge model about the essential dynamics of 
communication? 

 
Managers will learn to develop their communication skills to effectively get what they want to say 
across to another, to deal with their emotions while speaking, and the emotions of others, and to 
develop flexibility to really hear what someone is telling them.  They’ll be able to express their best 
ideas, values, and visions to other key holders in an effective and valuable way. 
 

This course works on both the ability to express ourselves to others, and how to talk to ourselves 
and the effect that has on our relating. Delegates will experience the best from positive self-
actualizing psychology and many powerful exercises with enlightening and practical theory for being 
able to communicate with skill, intention and awareness whenever they desire!  And this, as you will 
discover, will enable you and your organisation to actualise its highest and best. 
 

Overview of course content: 
 Essentials of Communication 

 Rapport and how to build it instantly 

 Listening, supporting and questioning skills 

 Self esteem versus self confidence 

 Empowering others and responsibility 

 Emotions and state management 

 Filters and assumptions and the role they play in communicating and relationships 
 

You will learn to: 
 Recognize perceptual filters and external factors that hinder or assist communication 

 Determine outcomes and results, by soliciting feedback and giving constructive criticism 

 Take personal responsibility for getting your message across & not take things personally 

 Bridge communication styles and become flexible without compromising your identity, while 
developing greater sensitivity to cultural differences 

 Work constructively with emotions, like anger, minimizing defensive reactions in yourself and 
others and taking control of emotions 

 Listen for improved understanding, and asking the most useful questions for clarification 
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Benefits of this effective communication skills training for Business: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Who must attend this course? 
 Organisations committed to excellence in communication.  
 Managers and supervisors wanting to create peak performance in their teams.  
 Leaders wanting to increase their Emotional Intelligence (EQ) and ability to communicate 

effectively  
 Managers and Leaders wanting to increase their employees EQ 

 Managers wanting to break through limitations and blocks that prevent effective 
communication.  
     ABOUT THE PRESENTER: 

Overview  
Duration: 5 modules over 
23 hrs 
 

Testimonial: 
 

“This course is excellent and give us 
detail insight on communication. It should 
be included when studying 
communication in Business Management 
Courses at University level. ”  
– Sundra Moonsamy, 
 

More testimonials on: 
http://bit.ly/XDhrZe 

Telana Simpson, has a BSc (Hons) in 
Psychology degree, and Coaching and 
Training qualifications.  She joined 
bidorbuy.com and set up the training and 
operations in South Africa and worldwide. 
She worked as a Coach for Nandos, after 
which she helped expand Omega Cycling 
while studying coaching further, specialising 
in NLP and Neuro-Semantics, and then 
became entrepreneurial, starting Inner Coaching. Her diverse 
background, together with her marketing, customer service, training, 
coaching, operations and management experience makes Telana a 
versatile and engaging Trainer and Coach.  Telana’s own challenges 
with communicating led her to specialize in this skill, and develop 
training and coaching programmes to help individuals develop their 
ability to express themselves, and their potentials. 

Contact Telana for more information innercoaching.co.za  info@innercoaching.co.za 011 706 6873 

With Clients 
 Enhance client relations 

 Improve your negotiation skills 

 Sell more effectively and stay in integrity, by 
adapting the sales presentation to suite the 
prospective client, and become less 
susceptible to rejection 

 Improve questioning techniques to more 
accurately define a client problem and then 
present a solution, increasing sales 

At Work 
 Save time by preventing confusion and the 

need for multiple conversations  

 Prepare for and run more effective meetings, 
especially those that may involve conflict 

 Understanding the right questions to ask and 
when, improving management skills. 

 Gain insights into communication styles and 
how this influences your effectiveness 

With Colleagues 
 Boost employees’ job satisfaction from more 

effective communication between them and 
their supervisors  

 Improve the communication of tasks 
delegated and when giving feedback and job 
appraisals, to help improve employee and 
team performance  

 Develop greater awareness of how 
individuals are motivated and prefer to 
receive information, so that managers can 
enhance the performance of staff and teams 

 Boost morale by helping staff develop self 
esteem and manage their emotions 

With Self 
 Develop the skills and tact to deal with difficult 

people and confront poor performance 

 Learn the intricacies to empower and 
delegate, and to influence others 

 Develop informal coaching and leadership 
skills 

 Develop a stronger sense of empowerment, 
self esteem and confidence, which boosts self 
motivation and self management 

 Acquire the skill for connecting with people 
quickly and easily 

 Raise your E.Q, with the tools to manage your 
states and feel in control of your emotions 
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